GROUP-A: INDIAN PHILOSOPHY

1. General Features of Indian Philosophy.
8. Mimansa (Prabhakara and Bhatta): Arthapatti and Anupalabdhi as Sources of Valid Knowledge, Pramanyavada In Respect of Knowledge and Knowledge of Knowledge.

GROUP-B: HISTORY OF WESTERN PHILOSOPHY

5. Leibnitz: Doctrine of Monads, Truths of Reason and Truths of Fact, the Principles of Non-Contradiction, Sufficient Reason and the Identity of Indiscernible, the Doctrine of Pre-Established Harmony.
6. Locke: Ideas and Their Classifications, Refutation of Innate Ideas, Knowledge and Its Grades, Substance, Quality.
GROUP-C: WESTERN LOGIC

1. (A) Categorical Propositions’ and Classes (B) Quality, Quantity and Distribution of Terms. (C) Translating Categorical Propositions into Standard Form.
2. Immediate Inference: Conversion, Obversion, Contrapositions, Square Of Opposition, Determination of the Truth-Value of a Proposition.
4. Boolean Interpretation of Categorical Propositions, Use of Venn diagram to test Arguments for Validity, Hypothetical and Disjunctive Syllologism, Dilemma.
5. Truth Functions: (A) Truth Table Method. (B) Method of Resolution. (C) Testing Statement/Statement Form for Validity of Truth Table Method and Method of Resolution, (D) Proving Invalidity to Construct Formal Proof of Validity.
6. Quantification: Translating Sentences into Quantificational Language, Quantification Rules – UI, EI, and UGEG. Construction of Formal Proof of Validity of Arguments Involving Monadic Quantification, Proving Invalidity of Arguments Involving Monadic Quantification.

GROUP-D: INDIAN LOGIC


GROUP-E: WESTERN AND PRACTICAL ETHICS

2. Standards of Morality-Hedonism and Its Different Categories, Mill’s Utilitarianism, Hegel’s Perfectionism, Kant’s Regorism.

GROUP-F: PSYCHOLOGY

4. Learning – (A) Trial And Error Theory (B) Pavlov’s Conditional Response Theory. (C) Gestalt Theory.
5. Instinct – (A) Biological Theory (B) Psychological Theory.
6. Consciousness – (A) Levels of Consciousness (B) Proofs for the Existence of Un-Conscious Level. (C) Freud’s Theory of Dream.
7. Intelligence- (A) Definition (I) Measurement of Intelligence. (B) I.Q. Binet - Simon test of Intelligence. (C) Terman Merrill and Wechsler Test of Intelligence. (D) Theories of Intelligence Vi) Unifactor, Two Factor (Spearman’s Theory), Multifactor Theory.

STPGT SYLLABUS
GROUP-G: SOCIAL & POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

1. Basic Concepts of Social Group, Community, Association, Institution, Customs, Folkways and Mores.

GROUP-H: THOUGHTS OF CONTEMPORARY INDIAN PHILOSOPHER

2. Sri Aurobindo: i) Evolution, ii) Mind of super mind. iii) Integral Yoga

GROUP-I: MODERN WESTERN PHILOSOPHICAL THINKERS.

1. Moore: Refutation of Idealism.
2. B. Russel: Refutation of Idealism, Logical Atomism.

GROUP-J: PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.
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